
At KATY UNITED we aim to have a positive impact in the 
lives of our youth in all of the following influences that 
affect them. 

SPIRITUAL PHYSICAL MENTAL FINANCIAL SOCIAL 

Faith Week 1 Faith in your Coach 

We were MADE to pursue excellence by connecting to one TEAM 
that follows one VOICE. 

What is a team?  The word finds its meaning from the idea of a 
team of animals pulling together.  Successful teams are linked 
together so they can pull in the same direction.  Many of us are 
blessed with a team environment in our gyms whether in school or 
or a club.  How has this environment helped you pursue your 
goals?  Who are the individuals that are aiming to go in the same 
direction as you? 

  

DISCUSSION 

1. How does the sport of volleyball allow you to develop 
teamwork? 

2. As a member of a team, how has the team environment 
pushed you to excel? 

  

When we surround ourselves with individuals who are pursuing the 
same goals we are much more capable of achieving our own 

goals.  But, how do teams stay linked together to pursue 
excellence? The first major ingredient to pulling in the same 
direction is following the same voice. 

The Coach 



   

Consider the qualities that make coaches successful leaders: 

1. Coaches are WILLING.  The coach wants what is best for his 
team.  He is not an employee.  He is the owner of the team 
and invests everything into their lives. 

2. Coaches are AVAILABLE.  The coach provides for his team, so 
this means he must remain with them daily to guide them.  He 
is always ready to provide for their needs. 

3. Coaches are ABLE.  The coach has the power to lead his team 
from the start because he has been given them to lead and it 
gives him access to his team every day. 

This Week’s Goal-  

What is one thing you can do to show FAITH in your Coach? 

FINISH: KATY UNITED puts God first and then we Work and Play 
in that order. Lets lock arms with our teammates and then let’s put 
Him first by bowing our heads and honoring Him in the quietness BY 

REFLECTING ON what we just heard.  

Pick an athlete who will shout “WE ARE…” Then the rest of the 
athletes shout “UNITED!” 

HIGH FIVE SOMEONE! 

 

  


